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Use respectful languageUse respectful languageUse respectful languageUse respectful language    

Use words which convey the sentiment and meaning of the principles embodied in the UN Con-

vention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities (UNCRPD) and other human rights instruments.  

e.g. equality, non-discrimination, participation, inclusion, autonomy, respect, value, dig-

nity, diversity, contribution.    

 

The Convention states the principles to be upheld and the obligations of signatories, and it con-

tains thoughtful language intended to convey a positive and constructive message. Desirably, it 

will help to re-shape policies to build humane, non-discriminatory societies, where persons with 

disabilities are treated fairly. 

    

Beware of euphemismsBeware of euphemismsBeware of euphemismsBeware of euphemisms    

‘Nice’ terms such as intellectually challenged, differently abled, physically challenged are a denial 
of reality, and are seen as ‘overly’ politically correct and false by many people with disability. 

Avoid these terms, and use persons with disabilities or people with disabilities. 
    

Avoid at all costs, negative words and stereotypesAvoid at all costs, negative words and stereotypesAvoid at all costs, negative words and stereotypesAvoid at all costs, negative words and stereotypes 

Terms such as Mongol, retard or mentally retarded are frowned upon. Use people with an intel-
lectual disability.  
Do not use terms such as crazy, mad, insane, lunatic, mentally disturbed, but refer to people with 
mental impairment or psychosocial or psychiatric disability, or refer to the clinical name e.g. 

‘person with schizophrenia’. 

 

Focus on the positive not negativeFocus on the positive not negativeFocus on the positive not negativeFocus on the positive not negative 

It’s important to remember, when communicating with or about people with a disability, that 

they may have one disability, but they have many abilities. Try to highlight their abilities. 

    

Change ‘can’t’ statements into ‘can’ statementsChange ‘can’t’ statements into ‘can’ statementsChange ‘can’t’ statements into ‘can’ statementsChange ‘can’t’ statements into ‘can’ statements 

 

Instead of saying …Instead of saying …Instead of saying …Instead of saying … 

  

He can’t tie shoelaces 

  

She can’t catch a bus unless she has been 

on it 

  

Is it difficult for you to understand people 

because you are deaf? 

ReReReRe----think it and say …think it and say …think it and say …think it and say … 

  

He can wear shoes with Velcro laces 

  

She can catch buses once she has had travel 

training 

  

Is it difficult for you to understand people 

because they are not able to communicate 

with you? 
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More informationMore informationMore informationMore information    

http://odi.dwp.gov.uk/docs/wor/uncon/un-agree.pdf for an easy to read version of the UN Con-

vention  

http://odi.dwp.gov.uk/inclusive-communications/representation/language.php for disability lan-

guage guidelines  

Obosi, Shikuku (2010)  Disability-friendly language: human rights imperative or game of linguistic 

leap-frog?, unpublished discussion paper, email: shikuku_obosi@yahoo.com                                                  

Avoid using Terms to use 

Able bodied, normal, ordinary versus 

abnormal people 

Persons without disabilities versus 

persons with disabilities 

Disabled persons, the disabled, handicapped, 

invalid 

Persons with disabilities 

Afflicted / suffering with … 

  

Person with …impairment 

Your problem 

  

Impairment 

Mongolic, dwarf, spastic, epileptic 

  

Person with … 

(state the condition  

e.g. person with Down Syndrome)  

Deaf and dumb, mute 

  

Person with hearing or speech impairment 

Cripple, paralyzed 

  

Person with physical impairment, mobility re-

striction  

Confined to a wheelchair 

(a wheelchair is not confining, it provides mo-

bility to those who can’t walk.) 

Uses a wheelchair 

  

Retarded, mental problem 

  

Person with intellectual impairment/ Person 

with intellectual disability 

 

Crazy, insane, mentally disturbed 

  

Person with mental impairment/ Person with 

psychiatric disability 

 

Special needs (i.e. in service delivery) 

  

Refer instead to equal rights to access to ser-

vices  

Disabled toilets, parking etc Accessible toilets, car spaces etc 
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